The body area network (BAN) is a key enabling technology in e-healthcare. An important security issue is to establish initial trust relationships among the BAN devices before they are actually deployed and generate necessary shared secret keys to protect the subsequent wireless communications. Due to the ad hoc nature of the BAN and the extreme resource constraints of sensor devices, providing secure as well as efficient and user-friendly trust initialization is a challenging task. Traditional solutions for wireless sensor networks mostly depend on key predistribution, which is unsuitable for a BAN in many ways. In this article, we propose group device pairing (GDP), a user-aided multi-party authenticated key agreement protocol. Through GDP, a group of sensor devices that have no pre-shared secrets establish initial trust by generating various shared secret keys out of an unauthenticated channel. Devices authenticate themselves to each other with the aid of a human user who performs visual verifications. The GDP supports fast batch deployment, addition and revocation of sensor devices, does not rely on any additional hardware device, and is mostly based on symmetric key cryptography. We formally prove the security of the proposed protocols, and we implement GDP on a sensor network testbed and report performance evaluation results.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the interoperable medical device (IMD) has emerged as an enabling technique for modern e-healthcare systems, which would revolutionize hospital treatment [Lorincz et al. 2004; Hanson et al. 2009 ;Secure Ad Hoc Trust Initialization and Key Management in WBANs 18:3 Fig. 1 . A typical body area network and its relationship with the e-healthcare system. be impractical for BANs, not only because they require costly infrastructure but also due to the high complexity involved in the revocation of nodes.
This gives rise to the problem of secure ad hoc initial trust establishment for a BAN, which happens before the BAN is actually deployed. Here we highlight several key differences between this and traditional key predistribution in WSNs.
(1) Since secret keys are not assumed to be predistributed, trust must be established despite the lack of a common security context, and no central trusted parties can be the root of trust except that the user trusts herself. In particular, in practice, a group of BAN devices must be correctly associated with the intended patient, lest the wrong medical data be collected. This requires the IMDs to be authenticated to each other and to the BAN controller, which forms the group securely. Secret keys which can belong only to the intended group should be generated. (2) The traditional authentication goal [Bellare and Rogaway 1994] only stipulates that each participant is assured that each message appears to come from the true identity that generated it. However, in a BAN, since the wireless communication cannot be perceived by a human, in addition to traditional authentication, it is desirable to let a human user physically make sure that the devices ultimately authenticated to each other include and only include the intended devices that s/he wants to participate, which is often referred to as demonstrative identification [Chen et al. 2008; Lin et al. 2009 ] in usable security. To achieve this, the mechanism should be user-friendly, that is, involving as few human interactions as possible. (3) BAN applications are usually time critical, which mandates the trust bootstrap process to be fast and scalable. For instance, in EMS, an additional five minutes delay may result in a difference between life and death. Of course, overhead is an important concern since the medical sensor nodes are extremely resource constrained.
A unique challenge is that a secure communication channel shall be established out of an insecure channel for all the BAN devices upon their first meet, since IMDs communicate through wireless. This can be achieved by the so called secure device pairing concept that pairs up two devices [Li et al. 2010b] . A straightforward solution is to apply device pairing between the controller and each of the N − 1 IMDs to establish individual keys, based on which the pairwise keys and group key can be derived. However, this requires about N − 1 human interactions, with each one needing tens of seconds. Many current device pairing techniques are designed for pairing only two devices, which will require many runs for a BAN. Many others are unsuited for IMDs with limited resources and little human interface. GAnGS [Chen et al. 2008 ] is an exception, but it still requires N interactions.
In this article, we propose the group device pairing (GDP) protocol that establishes shared secret keys within a BAN out of nothing, that is, it relies on neither prior shared secrets nor common measurements nor a PKI. GDP sets up an authenticated BAN group (including a shared group key and individual secret keys among devices) with much fewer human interaction (constant) than establishing authenticated individual shared keys between the nodes one at a time using traditional device pairing techniques. In GDP, each device authenticates itself to every other device in the group as a legitimate member, which can be verified visually by a human. With the initial shared secret keys, standard cryptographic methods can be applied to generate other secret keys on demand after BAN deployment.
Our Contributions
We propose a suite of novel schemes for secure ad hoc initial trust establishment and key management in BAN.
(1) We put forward GDP as the primary scheme for initial trust establishment that relies on zero prior security context. GDP is essentially a user-aided multi-party authenticated key agreement protocol which combines the concept of device pairing and group key agreement in an unique way. We propose to use simultaneous comparison of synchronous LED blinking sequences on multiple resource-constrained devices by human users as an auxiliary out-of-band (OOB) channel to authenticate the key exchange in the group. An authenticated group key and individual shared secret keys among IMDs can be set up for a batch of BAN devices only in one shot. As a secondary scheme, we also propose a pairwise device pairing (PDP) protocol which establishes a shared symmetric secret key between a controller and an IMD without relying on key predistribution. The GDP is particularly suitable for BAN, because it typically contains less than 100 IMDs and the devices are within one-hop range. (2) GDP enables efficient key management after network deployment. Multiple types of keys can be derived on-demand based on the initial keys obtained during trust establishment before deployment. Also, dynamic operations, such as regular key updates, batch node addition, and revocation are supported naturally by GDP. Our scheme is mostly based on symmetric key cryptography (SKC), thus having low communication and computation overhead. (3) We formally prove the security of both schemes (GDP and PDP) based on the Bellare-Rogaway model [Bellare and Rogaway 1994] and give the security guarantees under the existence of a computational bounded adversary. The distinct features of our protocols and security proofs compared with other existing ones are the following.
(1) Many previous protocols either require the use of non-malleable commitment schemes that involve heavy public key cryptography (PKC), or their security has not been formally proven. In contrast, our GDP and PDP both adopt commitment schemes that can be efficiently constructed from hash functions, while we prove their security without depending on the non-malleability of the commitments. (2) Our GDP protocol is also secure against compromised insider nodes with the fewest communication rounds, while the only assumption underlying that is minimal, that is, having a non-compromised controller. (4) We carry out a thorough efficiency analysis for GDP and implement it on a ten node sensor network testbed to evaluate its performance. Experimental results show that initial trust establishment can be done within 30 seconds with low overhead in terms of time and energy consumption. GDP is secure yet practical.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to propose, implement, and test the feasibility of the visual OOB channel based on human comparison of simultaneous LED blinking patterns.
Related Works
The problem of secure initial trust establishment in BANs has received little attention so far. Most previous works focus on security issues such as key management [Lorincz et al. 2004; Morchon et al. 2006; Malasri and Wang 2007] , encryption [Lorincz et al. 2004; Malasri and Wang 2007; Tan et al. 2008] , and access control [Tan et al. 2008] . However, it is a non-trivial issue to securely establish a secure communication channel among a BAN and associate it to the correct patient before any data communication happens.
1.2.1. Biometrical Methods. Biometrical values [Poon et al. 2006; Singh and Muthukkumarasamy 2007] have been used to establish a secure channel from which nodes can derive a common secret that associates the BAN to a specific patient's body. For example, electrocardiogram (EEG) and photoplethysmogram (PPG) has been exploited [Poon et al. 2006; . This realizes initial trust establishment in a plug-and-play manner. However, it requires specific hardware for all the nodes to be equipped with the same sensing capability. Moreover, this biometrical channel is not always available since it does not apply to sensor devices that are not placed on the human body, for example, those that monitor the surrounding environment.
1.2.2. Key Generation Based on Channel Characteristics. Mathur et al. [2008] proposed to extract a secret key between two wireless devices out of an unauthenticated wireless channel using a received signal strength indicator (RSSI). Jana et al. [2009] evaluated the effectiveness of key extraction methods using RSSI in real environments. These methods do not rely on key predistribution, but the key generation rate is limited by the wireless channel and currently group key generation is not enabled.
Key Predistribution in BAN.
Recently, the trust establishment in BAN was studied by Keoh et al. [2009] under the context of secure sensor association. Each sensor node is associated with the controller one by one, using public-key based authentication, where a user compares LED blinking patterns to verify each association. However, their scheme assumes the existence of a trusted authority (TA) and still relies on the predistribution of public keys onto the sensor nodes. Also, it does not support batch deployment. In "message-in-a-bottle" [Kuo et al. 2007] and KALwEN [Law et al. 2010 ], a closed faraday-cage is employed as a secure channel in which keying materials are predistributed to all the intended sensor nodes before deployment. Secure sensor association is achieved in the sense that the user is assured no attackers out of the cage can associate with the same patient. However, costly additional hardware is required and it is cumbersome to add new nodes.
1.2.4. Secure Device Pairing. Device pairing is a promising technique for generating a common secret between two devices that shared no prior secrets with minimum or without additional hardware. It employs some low-bandwith out-of-band (OOB) channel to aid the authentication of information exchanged in the insecure wireless channel. Most proposed OOB channels rely on some form of human user participation. Well-known examples include the "resurrecting duckling" [Stajano and Anderson 2000] , "talking-to-strangers" [Balfanz et al. 2002] , "seeing-is-believing" [McCune et al. 2005] , Loud-and-clear [Goodrich et al. 2006] , and short string comparison based key agreement schemes [Cagalj et al. 2006; Pasini and Vaudenay 2006] . The usability of device pairing protocols based on various OOB channels is also evaluated [Nithyanand et al. 2010; Kumar et al. 2009 ]. For a comprehensive survey, please refer to [Nguyen and Roscoe 2011] .
1.2.5. Group Message Authentication Protocols. The idea of user-aided authentication has also been adopted in group message authentication protocols, where each group member wants to transfer an authenticated data copy from her device to the other's.
For example, GAnGS [Chen et al. 2008] requires O(N) human interactions and also uses digital signatures, which increase computational complexity. In SPATE [Lin et al. 2009 ], this is done through comparing T-flags. Each group member carries out N comparisons in parallel to authenticate other members' data. However, SPATE is specifically designed for message exchange and is not for group key agreement, and it lacks a formal security proof. Laur and Pasini [2008] proposed a group message authentication and key agreement protocol (SAS-GAKA) based on comparison of short authentication strings (SAS). However, it does not achieve group demonstrative identification. Moreover, SAS and T-flags are not applicable for sensor nodes because they require richer device interfaces. Therefore, none of SPATE and SAS-GAKA is suitable for secure, fast, efficient, and user-friendly initial trust establishment in BANs. In GDP, the whole group is authenticated and the group key is generated in one shot (i.e., requires one-time visual comparison of synchronized LED blinking patterns).
The most recent work that is close to ours is GAP [Perković et al. 2011] . GAP is a user-aided group message authentication protocol that can be applied to wireless sensor networks. It also exploits the idea of synchronous LED blinking pattern as the OOB channel. The authors also discussed how to deal with semi-authenticated visual light channels, which is orthogonal to our contribution. However, the security of GAP requires the use of non-malleable commitment schemes, where known constructions are much more inefficient than the hash commitments used in this article.
PROBLEM DEFINITION

Network Model
A BAN consists of a controller (gateway node) and a group of IMDs (medical sensor nodes). The size of the network varies, which may range from a few to the order of hundreds. Although the IMDs could be heterogenous in functionalities, we assume they are equipped with low-end, form-factor sensor nodes (e.g., comparable with Tmote). To meet the interoperability requirement, all of them are equipped with the same wireless communication interface, say ZigBee, and so is the controller. The sensors are limited in energy, communication, processing, and storage capabilities, while the energy and computation resources of the controller are more ample.
The sensors may be placed in, on, or around the patient's body. Although there is no consensus on the communication technologies in a BAN, the communication ranges in most current proposals are larger than 3 m (e.g., ZigBee). This is enough to assure that all nodes can be reached in one hop after deployment. Hence, we will assume a star topology. Each BAN has a patient who may be regarded as its owner, as well as a user who sets up the network. The latter is often a nurse but may also be the patient.
Design Requirements
2.2.1. Security Goals. The initial trust establishment during predeployment should establish a group key and/or individual keys shared between each sensor and the controller, which can be used for the controller to securely broadcast messages to the BAN later, such as queries. For the design of the PDP and GDP (user-aided authenticated key agreement protocols), we have the following security goals.
(1) Key secrecy and key confirmation [Ateniese et al. 2000] . For key secrecy, each group member should be assured that no non-member can obtain the group key. Key confirmation means that each member is assured that the peers actually possess the same key. (2) Group demonstrative identification. Suppose that a set G of devices is intended by the user to be the group associated with a specific patient. If a group formation process causes the set G of devices to derive the same group key, then the user should be able to physically verify that G and G are the same set. Actually, this includes two properties: (1) key authenticity or consistency: each legitimate group member derives the same group key. If it also obtains individual shared keys, it must be assured that those keys come from the claimed true identities; (2) exclusiveness: the group includes only legitimate members and no attackers. This extends the "demonstrative identification" [Balfanz et al. 2002; McCune et al. 2005] but is different from PAALP in GAnGS [Chen et al. 2008 ].
In addition, for the key management after deployment, it should have backward secrecy, that is, a new group member should not learn about group keys in the past, and forward secrecy, that is, a former group member should not discover subsequent group keys for existing members. The session keys may include pairwise keys shared between pairs of sensor nodes so that they can securely distribute their data to other sensors. Sometimes, cluster keys are also needed in BANs.
Usability Goals
(1) Efficiency. A BAN often consists of low-end devices, relies on battery energy, and is intended to last at least for several days [Hanson et al. 2009; Lorincz et al. 2004; Jovanov et al. 2005] . To match the low capabilities of the sensors in BAN and to minimize energy consumption, it is important to minimize computation, communication, and storage overhead. Therefore, expensive cryptographic functions such as public-key operations should be avoided whenever possible. (2) Fast operation and user friendliness. The initial trust establishment in a BAN should be fast while involving as few and intuitive human interactions as possible. Especially, batch deployment of devices should be supported. (3) Error proof. Since humans make mistakes, the procedure must be easy to follow. Also, the system should be able to detect errors or attackers and alert the user. (4) Requires no additional hardware. In order to reduce the cost of the system, it is essential to use commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products and to use fewer hardware components. For example, there should be no auxiliary devices. Also, the sensors usually do not have physical interfaces such as USB, because they may constrain form factors.
In addition, because the devices may be manufactured by different vendors which are hard to interoperate, we assume there are no preloaded public keys, certificates, or pre-shared secrets among the devices in a BAN. The sensors are used in a plug-and-play manner.
Attack Model
The attacker can either be an outsider or insider. An outsider does not compromise any devices in the intended BAN group, while an insider can compromise any of the sensor device. The attacker is able to eavesdrop, intercept, modify, replay, or inject the wireless communication between any devices in range. The attacker can also compromise a certain number of sensor nodes after deployment.
The main goals of an attacker are to obtain the secret keys by eavesdropping, impersonate as a legitimate group member to join the group, prevent one or more legitimate group members to join the group, act as the man-in-the-middle and try to split the intended group into two or more subgroups, maliciously modify the information contributed by legitimate group members so as to violate key authentication, and disrupt the group. The attacker can also pose as multiple identities to join the group, which is a Sybil attack. We do not consider denial of service (DoS) attacks in this article. We assume only that the controller is not compromised during the initial trust establishment process (i.e., is trusted by the user) 1 This is because the user can recognize his/her controller by password, and the controller is usually better kept and protected. Note that devices do not trust each other before the initial trust establishment.
BACKGROUND, NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Communication Channels in Device Pairing
In this article, we consider secure device pairing protocols (or user-aided authentication protocols) with multiple communication channels. Usually there are two kinds of channels: one is the normal Dolev-Yao channel, the other is an auxiliary out-of-band (OOB) channel. In a Dolev-Yao channel, all the messages transmitted between two devices can be overheard, deleted, or modified by the adversary. Examples may include the wireless channel. In an OOB channel considered in this article, messages cannot be modified or delayed from one session to another. The definition of the OOB channel corresponds to the empirical channel defined in Nguyen and Roscoe [2011] , and can be regarded as authentic. The OOB channel is usually bandwidth-limited, as compared with a Dolev-Yao channel. The former is represented as "↔" in this article, while the latter is denoted as "⇐⇒".
Practical factors need to be considered when choosing the type of OOB channel in a device pairing protocol. In a BAN, sensor nodes may only have LED lights, beepers, and buttons, but no interfaces, such as camera, displays, or keyboards; yet the controller may have all of them. Under this asymmetric setting, the methods in McCune et al. [2005] and Balfanz et al. [2002] are unable to achieve mutual authentication. Fortunately, the Blink-Blink (BB) pairing method proposed in Prasad and Saxena [2008] was shown to be a practical approach. Briefly, both devices encode a short authentication string (SAS) obtained from a protocol run to a synchronized LED blinking pattern, where a '1' bit encodes to a "blink" (on) period and a '0' bit encodes to an "off ". Then the user compares the patterns and accepts the results if they are the same. This is essentially a visual OOB channel between two devices, and we extend it to multiple devices in this article.
Commitment Schemes
Commitment schemes are important cryptographic primitives that have been widely used in message authentication [Laur et al. 2005] and authenticated key agreement protocols [Cagalj et al. 2006; Pasini and Vaudenay 2006; Laur and Pasini 2008] . Typically, a commitment scheme consists of two algorithms.
where INFO is public data, x is n-bit private data, c is the commitment value, and d is an opening value. The algorithm is probabilistic.
n ∪ {⊥}, which outputs the committed value x. If c is not a valid commitment, then it returns ⊥. This algorithm is deterministic, and correctness implies that for any
A commitment scheme should have two basic properties: hiding and binding. Their definitions are as follows. Given (c, INFO) , the probability that an adversary can correctly guess the value of x before the opening value d is revealed is upper bounded by h in time T h . In many existing user-aided authentication protocols [Perković et al. 2011; Laur and Pasini 2009; Laur and Nyberg 2006; Vaudenay 2005; Laur and Pasini 2008] , the commitment schemes used are required to have a third property, non-malleability, which is stronger than the preceding basic ones. However, non-malleable commitment schemes are usually very inefficient in practice [Laur et al. 2005; Laur and Nyberg 2006] , which will be unsuitable for low-end sensor nodes like Tmote. Fortunately, as we will show later, this property is not necessary for provable security of our proposed protocols. We instantiate the commitments using the following efficient construction from Pass [2003] based on a cryptographic hash function.
3
Definition 3 (Hash Based Commitment Scheme). Assume we have a cryptographic hash function H that can be modeled as a random oracle: {0, 1} 2n → {0, 1} l(n) , where l(n) ≤ poly(n). Then we have the following scheme.
-Commit. Given x, randomly pick r ← {0, 1} n and compute c = H(x, r).
This scheme achieves hiding and binding [Pass 2003 ]. To commit to a longer message x, we can first hash it to n bits using a collision-resistant hash function and then commit, which is a general method [Halevi and Micali 1996] . Therefore, with public data INFO and a message to be committed (m), we can set x = INFO|m, while the hiding and binding properties defined in Definitions 1 and 2 still hold. We will denote the hash commitment using HCommit and HOpen.
2 In this article we adopt the definition from Nguyen and Roscoe [2011] . 3 In a few previous user-aided message authentication protocols, one-way hash functions (OHF) have been adopted as a practical alternative for commitment schemes [Zimmermann et al. 2006; Alliance 2006; Lin et al. 2009 ]. But to the best of the authors' knowledge, there have been no formal security proofs for such protocols up to date. In Laur and Pasini [2009] , a security proof was posed as an open problem. We here provide security proofs for our protocols. 
Digest Functions
In this article, we will make use of a digest function proposed by Roscoe [2008, 2011] . The digest function is defined as a mapping.
is a mapping where m is the message to be digested and k is the key. It shall have two properties.
(1) ( u -key-based uniformity) for any fixed m and y,
The key-based uniformity says that upon varying the key k, the output of the digest function should be uniformly distributed. And no uniform compensation means there should not exist θ such that it can always compensate the change in the digest output incurred by a different m than m, for any varying key k.
A concrete construction is given in Nguyen and Roscoe [2008] based on matrix product, where the ideal properties are achieved:
. Usually the output of a digest function is a short string, for example = 16 bits. Note that it is similar to a universal hash function, but a universal hash usually concerns collision resistance with respect to the same key.
Group Key Agreement Scheme
A contributory group key agreement establishes a group key based on no pre-shared secret, where every member equally contributes one share of the group key. In this article, we choose the unauthenticated group key agreement protocol (UDB) proposed by Dutta and Barua [2008] as a primitive. It is based on the Diffie-Hellman (DH) key agreement and is provably secure and only requires two rounds of communication. However, its authenticated version uses digital signatures, which requires PKI and is unsuitable for BANs. We describe the UDB protocol for completeness in Figure 2 . Z * q is a multiplicative group of prime order q, where g is a generator. Note that K G = g x 1 x 2 +x 2 x 3 +···+x n x 1 . Each node broadcasts two messages and performs three modular exponentiations: two N −2 modular multiplications and one modular division.
SECURE AD HOC TRUST INITIALIZATION AND KEY MANAGEMENT FOR BAN
Overview
Conceptually, the working cycle of a BAN mainly consists of three phases: predeployment, deployment, and working phases. In the predeployment phase, the sensor nodes are bootstrapped for the first time after being purchased; thus, initial trust among sensors should be established in this phase. For this phase, we propose two schemes for securely establishing the initial shared secrets among a group of ad hoc BAN devices (including a controller and multiple sensors), without relying on any prior security context (or pre-shared secrets) among the devices. The core of the first scheme (Scheme I) is a pairwise device pairing protocol (PDP), also known as a user-aided two-party authenticated key agreement, where a human user aids the authentication process by verifying simultaneous LED blinking patterns on both devices. By running the PDP protocol between the controller and each sensor one by one, each sensor derives an individual symmetric secret key with the controller. After that, the group key and pairwise keys can be established. Scheme I's complexity is O(N) in terms of human effort. To improve upon it, we propose the group device pairing (GDP) protocol, also known as user-aided multi-party authenticated key agreement. The GDP establishes authenticated group key and individual symmetric keys in a group of devices in one shot with O(1) human effort. Pairwise keys can also be subsequently obtained based on those keys. Both schemes are security enhanced versions of the corresponding ones in the preliminary version of this article [Li et al. 2010] . In the GDP, the only additional assumption is that the controller is not compromised, which is reasonable since it is usually better protected by the human user. In the next section, we also prove the security of both PDP and GDP formally, while the GDP protocol is also secure against compromised sensor nodes inside the group.
In the deployment phase, nodes are actually deployed to designated places on/in/around the human body. Neighbor discovery is performed to form a BAN topology, pairwise keys are actually computed, and a logical key hierarchy is established. For the working phase, the regular functions (e.g., collecting and reporting medical data) are executed. We then discuss periodical key updates and how to handle node join/leave/revocation operations efficiently.
Initial Trust Establishment via User-Aided Two-Party Authenticated Key Agreement
In the predeployment phase, a group of sensor nodes and a controller picked by the user must be uniquely and securely associated to the patient they will serve for. This is done through establishing initial secret keys, including individual keys and a group key. Rather than predistributing key materials onto each device beforehand (where the whole process may not be fully trusted), our approach is based on the concept of device pairing, which does not rely on any prior security context among nodes. In this section, we first present a straightforward scheme (Scheme I) where the controller establishes an individual secret key with each sensor one by one via our PDP protocol.
4.2.1. The Pairwise Device Pairing Protocol. The PDP is depicted in Figure 3 . It is based on the DH key agreement and takes the DH public keys as part of the messages to be authenticated. The protocol essentially has three rounds, and the high-level idea can be described as "joint commitment before knowledge" [Nguyen and Roscoe 2011] : it means there is a point in every partial execution of the protocol such that both parties are committed to a value D (in our case, it is the SAS digest), but they do not yet know D, and in every successful completion of this partial execution, the parties are committed to the same value for D.
At first, A and B both generate a DH public value (X A and X B ), and a random nonce (r A , r B ), respectively. In the first round, they compute hash commitments (c A , c B ) to their corresponding nonces and IDs and exchange the messages m A and m B along with the commitments. In the second round, the decommitment values are exchanged which reveal the nonces to each other. The preceding two rounds exchange messages using the wireless channel. In the third round, A and B both compute an SAS in order to authenticate m B and m A , which is a digest based on their own and received messages and keys. The SASes are encoded into LED blinking patterns which are displayed synchronously over a visual OOB channel. The user compares the patterns (in an authenticated way) and accepts the authentication if they are the same. If authenticated,
After that, the user needs to let both the controller and the sensor know the acceptance of the authentication result (key confirmation) by simply pressing a button on both devices.
There are some subtle points to be noticed. First, we have included the ID and DH public value of each party in its hash commitment. The ID is used to prevent the replay attack, where the adversary can copy a commitment of A and later deliver it to A again. And the inclusion of DH public value binds it with the commitment value, whose function will be more clear in the security proof. Second, we need to ensure a strict order of message exchange between the parties in order to synchronize both devices about the ending of phases. This can be done by announcing the devices' IDs before round I, and a node only sends its own data after receiving from the one with smaller ID. In the PDP, there is no constraint to the controller's ID. In contrast, we will see later in the GDP protocol that the controller's ID is required to be maximum. Third, in the SAS, we have included both parties' IDs, DH public values, and commitments, that is, the protocol transcript. This also turns out to be an important factor for the security of both PDP and GDP protocols. Finally, the key confirmation can only be done manually, because otherwise there will be man-in-the-middle attacks at this stage. For example, in the preliminary version of this article [Li et al. 2010] , if the adversary establishes a different key with each of A and B before key confirmation, she will be able to deceive both A and B again at this stage.
Establishment of Group Key and Pairwise Keys.
After N − 1 individual shared keys are established, a group key K G is generated by the controller. To distribute the group key, the controller simply encrypts it N − 1 times using the individual shared keys and unicasts to each sensor node. Now the user enters the ID of the patient into the controller and associates the individual keys and the group key with this ID, which is also the ID of the BAN.
Next, in order to prepare for secure communication in the deployment phase and working phase, we need to distribute key materials to sensors so that they can establish pairwise keys afterwards. Here we use the Blundo's polynomial-based key pre-distribution method [Blundo et al. 1993] . The controller first randomly generates a bivariate t-degree symmetric polynomial f (x, y) = t i, j=0 a i, j x i y j defined over a finite field F p with p being a large prime number. 4 The controller C (the group member with the largest ID, sometimes denoted as M N ) computes a univariate polynomial share for each node M i (with ID i): f i (y) = f (i, y). Then it encrypts and unicasts this to each sensor node.
where the message authentication code (MAC) provides authentication and integrity check, and K Ci stands for the key shared between C and M i . Now the pairwise key between i and j is
In addition, in order for the controller to authenticate itself afterwards, the controller generates a one-way hash chain [Lamport 1981 
The controller distributes the commitment of the chain (k 0 ) to all sensor nodes.
Initial Trust Establishment via User-Aided Multi-Party Authenticated Key Agreement
In Scheme I, associating sensor nodes one by one is very time consuming, since each pair of LED blinking requires tens of seconds. Therefore, a more scalable and efficient method must be developed. The GDP directly establishes initial secret keys in one shot, including a group key and individual keys among a group of devices through a multi-party authenticated key agreement. The idea is to authenticate the messages exchanged in a group key agreement scheme with a human user's help, that is, simultaneously comparing LED blinking patterns for a group of devices in an OOB visual channel. We first propose the core protocol, GDP. We present it in two steps: first we give a multi-party message authentication protocol (MP-MAP) and then build the GDP based on the MP-MAP. The MP-MAP adopts similar design principles with the underlying MAP protocol of PDP, and their protocol structures resembles each other.
4.3.1. The Proposed MP-MAP. The MP-MAP for a group G is outlined in Figure 4 . It consists of four rounds. The first three rounds use wireless channel, while the fourth utilizes the visual channel.
Round 1 (wireless).
In the counting and group forming phase, the user U would pick a group of N devices and place them in close proximity. She chooses the controller device M N which has the largest ID among all devices (this can be ensured by assigning ID N a very large number) enters the group member count (N) into M N , and indicates to start the protocol. Each member device M i broadcasts its own identity ID i to the group and receives others' IDs. After a timeout, each M i sorts the pool of IDs in ascending order and keeps its own view of the group G i . In addition, the controller checks if the group size equals to n; if not, it will abort. The true group is denoted as G, which can be perceived by the user.
Round 2 (wireless).
In the commitment round, each M i generates a random nonce r i as its own share of digest key to generate the SAS in the end. Then r i is committed along with the message m i and its ID, which are public data. Since the digest keys are hidden from the attacker in this round, all devices essentially have jointly committed to an SAS value that the attacker does not know. So the digest keys provide the randomness required for security. All devices send their commitments c i in order, that is, ID i−1 's transmission must precede that of ID i 's, and each device can verify this order. The purpose is to provide device synchronization, that is, they must agree on when one round ends. By using strict message ordering in rounds 2 and 3, the message sent by the device with the largest ID serves as the synchronization signal. It prevents possible attacks that exploit the desynchronization, for example the one discovered in Perković et al. [2011] . The controller will always be the last one to broadcast. Each device M i also keeps record of the set of received c j s-
Round 3 (wireless). . In this round, each device M i reveals its committed digest key by broadcasting the decommitment value so that others can verify the validity of the commitment and obtain r i (they will check if I D i , m i , r i , and c i are a valid messagecommitment pair). The controller, upon collecting all the other devices' commitments and digest keys, checks if the numbers of group members, commitments, messages, and digest keys all equal N (the controller is assumed to be not compromised). In addition, every other device should check the consistency of the group IDs with respect to G i collected at the beginning. After that, the SAS is computed at each M i as a digest of the protocol transcript, with the XOR of M i 's received set of r i as digest key.
Round 4 (visual OOB).
. This round is when most of the human efforts takes place. Next, the SASes are encoded into synchronized LED blinking patterns for user comparison. The duration of the LED blinking depends on the number of bits of the SAS. Usually 16-20 bits are enough for security. If all the patterns are the same, U confirms that authentication succeeded by pressing a button on every device. 4.3.2. The Group Device Pairing Protocol. Next we describe the GDP protocol, outlined in which combines the MP-MAP and the UDB group key agreement protocol. Round 1 is the same as Figure 5 , that in MP-MAP. In round 2, a Diffie-Hellman (DH) public key (X i ) is computed at each device and is exchanged among all the devices in the group. In round 3, each device first computes its Y i value based on X j s received in round 2, and then takes X i |Y i as the message m i to be authenticated. Devices compute and exchange hash commitments in this round as in MP-MAP. Round 4 is the same as round 3 in the MP-MAP, which reveals the digest keys. Finally, in round 5, after confirming all the LED blinking patterns match, each device computes a group key based on all the previously received X j s and Y j s which should be already authenticated up to this point. In addition, as a byproduct, each sensor computes its individual key shared with the controller using the DH public key, and vice versa. As we will show in the next section, the GDP achieves almost the same level of security as the PDP, with the same SAS length. Therefore, using the same amount of human effort as in the PDP, an authenticated group key and individual keys are all established.
4.3.3. Initial Trust Establishment via GDP. Now we describe some practical issues, for example, how the GDP is applied to initial trust establishment in the BAN (also called secure sensor association). In reality, there is usually a limit to the number of LED blinking devices a human user can watch at the same time. We refer to this limit as N max . If the number of the intended group of devices for a BAN N = |G| ≤ N max , the user carries out one GDP for G to set up the group key K G . If N > N max , the user randomly picks nodes from G in a batch to form smaller subgroups whose sizes are equal to N max whenever possible. The GDP protocol is then executed for each subgroup G(k). The controller must be in every subgroup so that it can establish a subgroup key K G(k) with each of them through GDP. When the last subgroup has only one sensor node left, Scheme I is automatically used to establish a pairwise key (however, it makes little difference to the user). After that, the controller generates the final group key K G and broadcasts it using encryption to each subgroup,
After the sensor association is successfully done, the group of devices need to set up the pairwise keys among them. There are two options. The simplest way is to reuse the DH public keys and let each
But this incurs additionally N − 2 exponentiation operations for each sensor device (except the individual key computation), which is not desirable for resource-constrained sensors. The other way is to use the method in Section 4.2.2, that is, let the controller broadcast material to each sensor which is encrypted under the sensor's individual key. And then each sensor computes the shared pairwise keys with others on its own. In this way, exponentiation operations are replaced with less costly field multiplication operations.
Deployment and Thereafter
The deployment phase establishes the pairwise and logical keys. Upon deployment, each node M i first performs neighbor discovery. For each neighbor M j , M i computes the pairwise key K ij as previously mentioned. In practice, in order to save storage space, a node can merely store the pairwise keys that it uses frequently, while computing the other pairwise keys on demand.
Then, the logical keys are derived naturally from the subgroup keys in GDP, which are used to form a logical key hierarchy (LKH). The LKH [Wong et al. 1998 ] has been proposed to achieve efficient key revocation. Since the LKH is a balanced binary tree, the message overhead for key revocation is O(log 2 (N)). However, it is not very efficient for batch node addition or removal.
To avoid this drawback, we use a constant depth (d = 3), variable branch, and balanced key tree ( Figure 6 ). Each internal node stands for a logical key, and each leaf node corresponds to the individual key of a sensor node. So we have k 0,0 = K G and k 2,i = K C,i+1 . The keys k 1,i = K G(k) are the subgroup keys derived in the end of GDP. The branch of the root μ 0,0 equals the number of subgroups, while the branch of a second-level node is μ 1,i = |G(i)|. The controller C has the information of the entire key tree. Note that, no messages are needed to transmit the logical keys for the tree in our scheme.
Note that our scheme can be easily extended to BANs with cluster topologies, since we can predict which nodes will form a cluster and thereby a subgroup by looking at their functionalities. For example, the use of several sensor nodes connected to 30 motion sensors is reported in Van Laerhoven et al. [2002] to detect a patient's acceleration and gait. A simple clustered BAN topology is shown in Figure 7 . Some nodes form clusters (e.g., M 4 , M 5 and M 6 , M 7 , M 8 ), while others are independent with each other (M 1 , M 2 , M 3 ). In order to save energy, the controller directly communicates with cluster heads and non-clustered nodes. In this case, the cluster keys will be the logical keys and the subgroup keys at the same time. We can use GDP to set up the cluster key for both clusters and use PDP to establish individual keys for each non-clustered node.
After that, the BAN is ready to function. In summary, now a sensor node M i has the following key (material)s:
Since the keys may be compromised by cryptanalysis afterwards, we need to introduce sessions for the working phase that is, time periods across which keys are updated regularly. The preceding keys are all treated as keys in session 0. A key K in session i is denoted as K(i).
4.4.1. Session Key Update. Periodically, the controller broadcasts an update message to the network. It is authenticated using the local broadcast authentication method [Zhu et al. 2003 ], since we assume the BAN is one hop. The controller first updates
, and broadcasts the following.
Then, each sensor can authenticate C by verifying that H(k i+1 ) =k i .
Next, all sensor nodes update all the keys in its memory as the controller does. For the pairwise keys, node u computes f u,i+1 (y) = f u,i (y) + i+1 . This achieves the update of all
pairwise keys through only one broadcast message.
Membership Management
4.5.1. Node Join. Adding one node is easy; we can just perform one device pairing using Scheme I. We will elaborate on how GDP supports efficient batch node addition.
Step 1. Before l > 1 new nodes join the BAN during session i, they are reset by the user (all dynamic memories are lost) and assumed to be benign.
Step 2. Before they are deployed, the same steps in GDP are performed by treating them as a new group, where the controller obtains the temporary group key K T G and all the logical keys.
Step 3. The controller advances the existing BAN to session i + 1 without waiting until the end of session i. To this end, all nodes do the same thing as in a session key update.
Step 4. The controller predistributes new polynomial shares f v,i+1 (y) for each new node v. Also, it encrypts K G (i +1) andk i+1 using K T G and broadcasts to the new nodes. A new key tree can then be derived that includes the new nodes. Then, the new nodes are deployed. 4.5.2. Node Leave/Revocation. Upon single-node leave or revocation during session i, the group key, logical keys, and pairwise keys are renewed to exclude the leaving node. The controller randomly generates a new group key K G (i + 1). All the logical keys on the tree path of the leaving node are refreshed. For example, in Figure 6 , say M 1 is revoked. Then, the controller sends the following messages.
where k 1,1 (i + 1) = H(k 1,1 (i)), k 1,2 (i + 1) = H(k 1,2 (i)). After that, the controller sends the updated polynomial share ( i+1 ) to all nodes using authenticated broadcast. Thus, the revoked node cannot obtain the new group key and the updated polynomial share. It is straightforward to see how this is done when batch node leave event happens, for which we will analyze the efficiency in Section 6.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
For the authenticated key agreement (AKA) protocols in this article, there are essentially two security goals: key secrecy and key authenticity. A basic secrecy goal is defined with respect to a passive adversary, that is, an eavesdropper should have negligible advantage in deriving the shared key K AB . In PDP, the only information sent over the wireless channel for the derivation of K AB is the set of the X i s. Thus, key secrecy with a passive adversary amounts to that of a Diffie-Hellman key exchange, which follows from the assumption that the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem is intractable. In the GDP protocol, a similar passive secrecy guarantee follows from the secrecy of the UDB key agreement protocol [Dutta and Barua 2008] .
Thus, key authenticity will be the AKA protocol security goal we study in the remainder of this section. The cores of our AKA protocols are their corresponding message authentication protocols (MAPs). In the following, we focus on defining and proving the security of MAPs. The security of an AKA protocol follows from the security of its underlying MAP and the security of the key agreement protocol against a passive adversary.
5
Without loss of generality, we state the security definition of MAP using the multi-party scenario. Assume the group consists of N parties (devices), G = {ID 1 , ID 2 , . . . , ID N }, for simplicity, we use i to represent ID i . Each party i ∈ G has some message m i to be authenticated to all the rest of the parties in G, for example, in the
Next, we define secure message authentication of an MAP based on the notion of "matching conversations" introduced by Bellare and Rogaway [1994] (details are provided in Appendix A). The following security definition captures the intuition that if a MAP is secure, then the only way that an adversary can make all parties accept at the end of a protocol run is to faithfully relay all the messages. We will use m i to denote i's received vector (ordered set) of messages { m 1i , . . . , m i−1i , m i , m i+1i , . . . , m Ni }, and similarly c i stands for the vector of received commitments by i, etc. 5 To show this, the modular approach proposed by Bellare et al. [1998] can be applied. Specifically, It assumes two adversary models-the authenticated link model (AM) and the unauthenticated link model (UM). If a protocol is proven to be secure in the AM, then it can be shown to be secure in the UM provided that each message transferred between the parties is authenticated by a protocol called message transfer (MT) authenticator. In our setting, by saying "security of the key agreement protocol" we mean that its unauthenticated version (e.g., original Diffie-Hellman) should be secure in the AM, while the MAP can be regarded as an MT-authenticator.
Definition 5 (Secure Message Authentication). We say that is a ( , T )-secure message authentication protocol with a group of participants G (|G| ≥ 2), if for any T -time adversary A, the following hold. In condition (2), we may use the uncorrupted group N = G, in which case we speak of the adversary as an outsider. Alternatively, we may choose N G, and speak of an insider adversary. In a two-party MAP, one does not need to consider one of the parties being compromised, because then there is nothing to prove. Thus, we only discuss node compromise for the multi-party protocols.
Security of the PDP
We will refer to the message authentication protocol underlying the PDP as the twoparty MAP (TP-MAP). We first state the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. Assume that the digest function satisfies u -key-based uniformity and r -no uniform compensation. If the hash commitment scheme is ( h , T h )-hiding and
( b , T b )-binding, the TP-MAP is (max{ u , r } + h + 2 b , 2T b + T h + O(1))-secure.
PROOF. Please refer to Appendix B.
Security interpretation. The security levels achieved by the TP-MAP (and the MP-MAP, as we will see) depend mainly on the SAS's length . This is because the adversary's deception probability is dominated by either u or r , which should equal to 2 − given an ideal digest function, while h , b reflect the security of hash commitment, which uses long nonces. Their values are approximately 2 −n , orders smaller than 2 − .
Security of the GDP
The MP-MAP can be proven as secure as the TP-MAP under the Bellare-Rogaway model, even when there exist compromised devices (insider attack). Our assumption is that the controller is not compromised, but any other sensor could be compromised by the adversary.
THEOREM 2. Assume that the digest function satisfies u -key-based uniformity and r -no uniform compensation. If the hash commitment scheme is ( h , T h )-hiding and
( b , T b )-binding, the MP-MAP is (max{ u , r } + h + 2 b , 2T b + T h )-secure.
PROOF. Please refer to Appendix C.
Remark. The MP-MAP and TP-MAP's security proofs are similar, and they both belong to the directly binding category [Nguyen and Roscoe 2011] . Interestingly, we can summarize several principles underlying both the multi-party and two-party version of the MAP protocol in this article. (1) They both follow the joint-commitment before knowledge principle, where the hash commitment only needs two properties-hiding and binding; (2) they both have the strict order of message exchanges in each round; (3) they both use a digest function with the key-based uniformity and no uniform compensation properties (defined in Section 3.3); (4) they both have bound the message m i to the commitment, and digest for SAS involves all protocol transcript. 5.2.1. Security Intuition of the Role of Member Count. The member count information plays an important role in achieving exclusiveness (or demonstrative identification), that is, the group authenticated in the end includes only the devices the user sees in front of her, which excludes any outsider attacker. If there is no member count information, exclusiveness cannot be achieved, as is the case in Laur and Pasini [2008] , due to the fact that before the group of devices meets with each other, they do not know the member list in advance. An attacker A can thus claim it is one of the group members and inject her DH public key share, trying to obtain the group key. Then the actual group becomes G = G ∪ A, while for members in G, they still have the same SAS values. While the only sign that the user perceives is the LED blinking patterns on the sensor nodes, she will accept G as authenticated. However, with the count information, this attack can be defeated. First, if N + 1 key shares are received by the controller, GDP will abort, assuming that the user counts correctly. Second, if M N only receives N X i s and Y i s from G, but G \ M N all receive N + 1 key shares from G ∪ A, A will not be able to derive the same key with all j ∈ G, thus having no gain. Even if A carries out such an attack to disrupt the group, it will not be able to make all the SASes equal due to the properties of the digest function.
Security Intuition Against Compromised Devices.
Here we provide more insight into why GDP is secure against compromised devices. We illustrate it using a potential attack reminiscente of the one discovered in Perković et al. [2011] , that of if the controller (device with the largest ID) is compromised.
Suppose there are three devices, A, B, and C. Controller C is under the full control of the adversary, that is, it can launch active attacks in the wireless channel. Depicted in Figure 8 , C tries to impersonate B to A and vice versa, but it does not try to break the group exclusiveness. C's goal is to make all the SASes equal. In the first move, after seeing c A , C constructs new commitments c AC and c AB with r AC , r AB known by itself. Then after B sends c B , C does the similar thing to the preceding. In the third move, C sends C, m C , c C only to A to trick A into sending its decommitment d A so that C will know r A before this round ends. At this point, C knows all the random nonces received/generated at A and also all the received/generated data at A which leads to the revealing of sas A in advance. What remains for C is to compute c C and θ offline (after seeing c B ), such that c C opens to an r C = r B ⊕ θ , where r B is not known by C, which makes sas B = sas A . Assuming this can be done (since our hash commitment does not preclude malleability), C can make all SASes equal while deceiving both A and B.
In the precding attack, the attacker knows the last digest key r N . However, if the controller is not compromised but the attacker compromises any other device with smaller ID (e.g., B), there is no way for it to obtain the value of r N before the commitment round ends (except by breaking the hiding property with negligible probability). So there is no way to know the SAS of the controller beforehand, which also means it cannot compute the SAS of other devices (e.g., A) offline to make SASes equal.
Therefore, the key factor for MP-MAP to be immune from insider attacks is that the uncompromised controller is mandated to be the device with the largest ID. Note that in Perković et al. [2011] , a similar problem is dealt with by adding another round between the commitment and decommitment rounds. Our scheme keeps the number of rounds to the minimum.
Security of Key Management
5.3.1. Secrecy of the Key Polynomial. This is ensured to be unconditionally secure and resists up to t colluding attackers [Blundo et al. 1993] . If more than t polynomial shares are collected, f (x, y) can be reconstructed using bivariate Lagrange interpolation. Therefore, we set t as the maximum number of nodes in the BAN. For example, t = 50 is usually enough. In this case, even if all the sensors are compromised, f (x, y) is secure, and we can replace compromised nodes with new ones, as long as the total number of nodes is smaller than t.
Backward Secrecy.
For a new group member v joined during the ith session, the new group key sent out by the controller is K G (i +1). It is infeasible for v to derive K G (i), since it requires breaking the pre-image resistance property of the hash function.
Forward Secrecy.
For a revoked former group member v, since the new group key K G (i + 1) is randomly generated by the controller and is securely delivered to the remaining group members, v can only randomly guess the value of K G (i + 1).
Key Update and Revocation.
A revoked group member must not be able to communicate with existing members. Because the value (i + 1) is randomly chosen from F p and is encrypted thus is not known to revoked member, v can only guess it randomly. The success probability is 1/ p. For v, without knowing (i + 1), even if it possesses f v,i (y), it cannot derive f v,i+1 (y), therefore cannot obtain pairwise keys with any legitimate node.
EVALUATION
In this section, we analyze the efficiency of our device pairing and key management protocols. We first compare the overheads with an existing scheme and then report our implementation of GDP and experimental results.
Computation and Communication Efficiency of GDP
It is important for the trust establishment in a BAN to have both low computation and communication costs. A common reason is to keep low energy consumption for resourceconstrained sensor devices. But more importantly, performing complex computations would increase the protocol runtime dramatically, which is not tolerable for medical monitoring applications, especially under emergency situations. Many existing group message authentication (GMA) protocols [Vaudenay 2005; Laur and Nyberg 2006; Pasini 2008, 2009; Perković et al. 2011] require the adoption of a non-malleable commitment scheme, which is usually constructed based on number-theoretic assumptions and incurs intensive computation 
Note: N: number of devices; q: length of group element in a non-malleable commitment scheme. Laur and Nyberg 2006] . A representative scheme of this kind is the SAS-GMA protocol proposed in Pasini [2008, 2009] , which we will compare with. In terms of computation, the biggest advantage of our MP-MAP is the elimination of non-malleable commitment schemes. Instead, we only require commitments with the basic hiding and binding properties, whereas much more efficient schemes based on hash functions can be used (while still enjoying provable security). Therefore, we compare both the overall computation and communication overhead between our MP-MAP and the SAS-GMA in Table II . The communication overhead is evaluated in terms of the number of bits transmitted/received. For the SAS-GMA protocol, we assume the use of a non-malleable commitment scheme from MacKenzie and Yang [2004] . The constants c 1 and c 2 stand for the number of group elements (the length of each of them, q is usually 1024 bits) in the commitment and decommitment, respectively. For example, for the DSA-based commitment scheme [MacKenzie and Yang 2004] , c 1 = 2 and c 2 = 1. In contrast, in the MP-MAP, we use hash commitments, and thus the length of a commitment value is the hash length, n. For instance, in SHA-256, n = 256, and this is much smaller than q.
For the computation overhead, the main parts come from commitment/decommitment, hash function, and SAS computation. Common to both protocols is the use of a cryptographic hash function H(·) to hash an arbitrary long data ( G| c| m) to the length accepted by a universal hash (e.g., 256 bits) or digest function. The complexity for a cryptographic hash is based on the simple model in Nguyen and Roscoe [2011] , which is linear to both the input length and the output (or key) length. The N 2 factor is due to there being N devices, and each device's hash input length is linear with N. For the commitment/decommitment, c 1 , c 2 refer to the number of modular exponentiations required in their computations, respectively. For the DSA-based commitment scheme [MacKenzie and Yang 2004] , c 1 = 5, c 2 = 4. For the SAS, the complexity of the digest function is even smaller than a cryptographic hash [Nguyen and Roscoe 2011] and is similar to a universal hash [Laur and Pasini 2008] . In summary, it can be seen that the MP-MAP is more efficient than SAS-GMA in terms of both computation and communication.
Finally, for our GDP protocol, the additional computation overhead to the MP-MAP is also small. It requires each sensor device to perform three modular exponentiations and 2N − 2 modular multiplications for running the UDB key agreement protocol and only one additional modular exponentiation for computing the individual key shared with the controller. The computations for setting up the pairwise keys during the deployment phase rely on Galois field multiplications instead and are much more efficient. On the other hand, the controller, which is usually more powerful, needs to carry out N + 2 modular exponentiations. 
Prototype Implementation
We implemented GDP on a prototype sensor network platform consisting of ten TmoteSky nodes, each with an 8 MHz TI-MSP430 microcontroller, 10 KB RAM and 48 KB Flash (ROM), and TinyOS. We let one of the sensor nodes be the controller, which does not improve the performance of the GDP protocol. For our experiments, we implement rounds 2-5 in Figure 5 up to the computation of the group key and the individual keys. The counting step is omitted by programming the IDs of the devices and the group size into them in advance.
We convert the Diffie-Hellman-based group key agreement (UDB) to its elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) version, where the modular exponentiation and modular multiplication correspond to point multiplication and point addition, respectively. We use the primitive operations provided by TinyECC , including point multiplication and point addition, with all optimizations enabled. To provide 80-bit key security, the finite field size used in ECC should be 160 bits. So we first compute a 160-bit group key and individual keys using ECC versions of the UDB and DiffieHellman key agreement and then hash the keys. In , for 160-bit ECC and with all optimizations enabled, the ECDH initialization time is reported to be 1.8s on Micaz, while the key computation time is 2.1s. The required ROM and RAM sizes are 16KB and 1.8KB, which are well below the capacities of a Tmote-Sky node. Since there are only four point multiplications in the ECC version of the GDP protocol on sensor nodes, GDP is fairly practical for implementation on low-end sensors.
For the hash commitment in GDP, we use a keyed hash (standard HMAC construction based on SHA-256), where the random nonce r is used as the key, and ID|m is the input data. For implementation of the digest function, since the software code for it is not available, we also employ the keyed hash instead, which is only for demonstration purposes. 8 We chunk the first bits of the keyed hash to be the SAS. Finally, we set = 16. In Figure 9 , the experimental setup is depicted. Now we describe the protocol process and user experience in more detail. After all devices are powered on, all the devices display red LED by default. Then the user presses a reset button on the controller which broadcast a reset signal to all the others. After resetting, the user presses another button on the controller to initiate the protocol. The controller's last message in each round serves as a synchronization signal, and different rounds are started/finished through state transitions on each device. In each round before the final one, the other sensors should display the same LED light pattern, which indicates that they are synchronized. Before devices start to display SASes, they display a green light for several seconds. The simultaneous LED blinking for SAS lasts for about 16 seconds; after that, if the patterns are the same, the user presses a button on every device to confirm. Note that in our implementation, the synchronization signals sent out by the controller are quite reliable, since the sensor nodes are put close to each other, which leads to very good channel conditions.
Results
In the following, we assume that N max = 10, and we will show that for N max = 10, it is practical for a human user to perform the initial trust establishment with little effort. For larger N max , a specialized device could be used to aid the process, such as the one in Perković et al. [2011] .
6.3.1. Time Required for Initial Trust Establishment. In our experiments, N ≤ N max . So we plot the time for one GDP run (T gdp (N)) against the group size N in Figure 10 . It can be seen that T gdp is almost constant (increases linearly but very slowly) when N increases. This is because all nodes display LED blinking patterns simultaneously, while the computations are quite fast. T gdp consists of time spent in computation (T cp ), communication (T cm ), and human interaction (T I ). We then decompose T gdp in Table III . For = 16 bits, T I ≈ 16s (one bit for 1s). Obviously, the LED blinking time takes a major portion, and then the computation time, and finally the communications. The idle time is needed for nodes to wait to receive all other's broadcasts in each round and to resolve collisions.
When N > N max , the number of subgroups k = N−1 N max −1
. Then the total initial trust establishment time is
which increases linearly with k and repeats the almost constant pattern when N ≤ N max . The preceding time can be approximated theoretically, based on the experimental values T gdp (N), N ≤ N max . For N = 20, T gdp ≈ 60s. We also compare GDP with Scheme I, in which T sc1 (N) = (N − 1)T sc1 (2), where T sc1 (2) is the estimated time for pairwise device pairing. From Figure 10 , T sc1 (N) is linear with N. For N = 20, this is 475 s. Obviously, when N ≥ 3, the time of GDP is far less than Scheme I, which is also the case for Keoh et al. [2009] , which uses one-by-one sensor association.
Energy Consumption.
From the data sheet of Tmo [2005] , we obtain the normal voltage and current of the mote under different conditions, based on which we compute the energy consumption (EC). We plot the average EC for each sensor node in GDP against the group size (N ≤ 10) in Figure 11 , and compare it to the estimated EC of Scheme I (based on the EC breakdown for each primitive operation). The EC of GDP is a little higher than that of Scheme I, since it uses extra ECC point multiplication and addition operations. However, the difference is small (below 50 mJ). Note that for the controller, the EC of Scheme I is linear to N, which is much larger than that of GDP due to GDP's grouping mechanism.
Then we break down the EC of GDP in Table III . It can be seen that the LED blinking takes a major part in the EC, since its time is the longest and the required power is among the largest. Although the communication needs the largest power, it consumes the smallest energy, since its time is quite small. Finally, note that the energy spent in computation is very small, too, because the required power is small. 6.3.3. Usability and Security. GDP supports batch deployment. From the experiments, we found it is practical for a human to watch n ≤ 10 LED blinking patterns simultaneously when the nodes are put close to each other. The watch-and-compare is easy to follow, and differences can be identified with high probability. While MiB [Kuo et al. 2007] and KALwEN [Law et al. 2010 ] also achieve batch deployment, they require additional hardware (a faraday cage (FC), a keying device, and a keying beacon). These devices add cost to the BAN and an FC is cumbersome for the user to carry. The SAS-GAKA [Laur and Pasini 2008] does not use an additional device; however, string comparison needs a user to remember strings which require N interactions. The results are summarized in Table IV . We also compare with SPATE [Lin et al. 2009 ], a group message authentication protocol. It requires N comparisons of T-flags for each user, while each comparison needs a few seconds, and the devices need to have a screen/display.
Finally, from the security point of view, few of the compared protocols have formal security proofs. The SAS-GAKA is proven secure under a simulation-based security model, but it requires the use of non-malleable commitment schemes. The protocol in Keoh et al. [2009] was proven secure using the Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic, 
Note: L: low; NA: none; M: medium; H: high.
but the BAN logic is mainly suitable for proving traditional authentication protocols secure, which involves the existence of pre-shared secret keys between the parties.
Efficiency of Key Management after Initial Trust Establishment
6.4.1. Communication. The overhead for adding N nodes is essentially the same as initial sensor association. The existing nodes do not need to perform extra communications. Revoking one node in subgroup k requires #G + |G(k)| − 1 unicasts of the controller, where #G is the number of subgroups. Our scheme is very efficient under group node leave, where the leaving nodes all belong to one subgroup or one cluster. If m nodes leave in G(k), the controller only needs to send #G + |G k | − m messages. Clearly, if |G k | = N max , for single sensor leave/revocation, there is an optimal value for N max which equals √ N − 1. For N ≤ 100, this is smaller than 10. Therefore, it provides a guideline for choosing N max for GDP.
6.4.2. Storage. If all the pairwise keys are stored along with the polynomial share, the size of the keys stored on each sensor node is 2κ + (N − 1 + t) · log p + n bits, where κ is the bit length of the symmetric key. If the sensors do not store the pairwise keys, then the minimum size of the keys is 2κ + t · log p + n bits. Assume κ = 80, log p = 80, t = 50, n = 256, the maximum size is 4416 + 79N bits, while the minimum is 4416 bits. These numbers are well below 4 KByte, the available RAM of Micaz.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we address the problem of secure ad hoc initial trust establishment and key management in body area networks. We exploit the concept of device pairing and propose group device pairing (GDP), a novel solution that establishes an authenticated group consisting of low-end sensor devices and a controller, without relying on any predistributed secret information. An authenticated group key and individual keys are agreed upon using GDP, with the help of simultaneous and manual comparison of LED blinking patterns on all devices, which can be done within 30 seconds with enough security strength in practical applications. GDP helps the user of a BAN to visually make sure that the authenticated group only consists of those nodes that she wants to deploy and associate with the intended patient. The resulting initial key materials enable efficient key management after network deployment. We have proven the security of the proposed GDP and its two-party version (PDP) under standard security notions; especially, we show the non-necessity of non-malleable commitment schemes. Efficiency analysis shows that GDP outperforms a previous group message authentication protocol, while experimental results show that GDP greatly reduces the total time and complexity of human effort and is efficient in both communication and computation.
APPENDIX
A. SECURITY DEFINITION OF MAPS: MATCHING CONVERSATIONS
In this section, we give a formal treatment of matching conversations [Bellare and Rogaway 1994] , adapt it to group settings, and deal with broadcast messages. First, if each participant i ∈ G has executed a local run (or partial run) R i , then we can interleave the events of all the local runs, arranging them in a single sequence, in many different ways. One of these sequences is a topological sort of {R i } i∈G if, for all i, it preserves the order of events lying on the same R i . We use topological sorts to represent the notion of a proper matching up of transmission and reception events. When a protocol uses no broadcast but only point-to-point messages, we can require that we can always place a matching transmission-reception pair next to each other. We will give the definitions first for the case without broadcast and then loosen them for the case using broadcast, as is needed for our protocols.
Thus, we will say that the parties i ∈ G have jointly matching, broadcast-free conversations in a family {R i } i∈G of local runs if there is a topological sort of the transmission and reception events of all local runs R i , respecting the local ordering of each R i , such that the following hold.
(1) Every reception event e 1 immediately follows a transmission event e 0 , and e 1 receives the same message sent at e 0 . (2) Vice versa, every transmission event e 0 immediately precedes a reception event e 1 , and e 1 receives the same message sent at e 0 .
Thus, if the parties have matching conversations, all messages transmitted by them will be received unaltered, that is, authentically. This condition also implies that the same transmitted message is not delivered more than once, since only one reception can follow it immediately. To generalize this notion to a group G with an uncorrupted subset N ⊆ G, we will suppose that associated with every reception e 1 along a local run R i with i ∈ N , there is an expected sender j ∈ G. Likewise, associated with every transmission e 0 along a local run R i with i ∈ N , there is an expected recipient j ∈ G. This is certainly the case with our protocols when the group G is known. Now, a set {R i } i∈N of local runs for i ∈ N consists of jointly matching, broadcast-free matching conversations for the uncorrupted participants if there is a topological sort of the transmission and reception events of the local runs R i respecting the local ordering of each R i such that the following hold.
(1) For every reception event e 1 , if the expected sender of e 1 is some j ∈ N , then e 1 immediately follows a transmission event e 0 on R j , and e 1 receives the same message sent at e 0 . (2) Vice versa, for every transmission event e 0 , if the expected recipient of e 0 is some j ∈ N , then e 0 immediately precedes a reception event e 1 on R j , and e 1 receives the same message sent at e 0 .
Our previous definition without corruption is equivalent to the case in which N = G, at least when the group is known, and each message makes its expected sender and expected recipient explicit.
To adapt our definition to the case with broadcast messages, we use a symbol * to represent the expected recipient of a broadcast message. We assume * ∈ G. The idea is that a message with expected recipient * is broadcast and may be received by everyone. In this case, there may be several reception events, all following immediately after the transmission as a block. We assume here that N is non-empty. A set {R i } i∈N of local runs for i ∈ N consists of jointly matching conversations for the uncorrupted participants if there is a topological sort of the transmission and reception events of the local runs R i respecting the local ordering of each R i such that the following hold.
(1) For every transmission event e 0 , e 0 immediately precedes a reception event e 1 on some R j , where the expected recipient of e 0 is either j or * . If the expected recipient of e 0 is j, then e 1 is not followed by another reception event. Moreover, e 1 receives the same message sent at e 0 . (2) For every reception event e 1 , if the expected sender of e 1 is some j ∈ N , then e 1 immediately follows some event e 0 , and e 0 involving the same message as e 0 . If e 0 is a transmission event, then e 0 lies on R j .
B. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
PROOF. Let the parties involved in a protocol run as A and B. The first part of the security goal is obvious, so we only need to show that for any T b + 2T h + O(1)-time adversary A, whenever the assumptions of the theorem hold, its deception probability Adv (A) is no larger than max{ u , r , 2 h } + max{ r , b }. We first denote the event "A succeeds in deception" as S, where
where No-matching A refers to the event that A and B do no have matching conversations. Note that in order for both of them to accept, they need to successfully verify the SASes are equal (Figure 3 We will use the following lemma to continue our proof. The preceding is straightforward to prove. To see that, notice if view A = view B , in order to create no-matching conversations, the adversary must break the binding property of hash commitments (i.e., to find a different d for the same m and c values), and the probability of success is no larger than b . Thus, we can define an event
Observe that by the total probability principle, we have the following.
(1)
where Equation (1) PROOF. To be clear, consider the diagram for a partial execution (first four moves) of the protocol 9 in Figure 12 . The black dots stand for the decision points of each party's run (also called a strand), while down arrows represent parties' internal state transitions. The blank parts between two strands indicate that a party's sent messages can be manipulated by any outsider adversary before they are received by the other party. The first two moves consist the first round, and the second and fourth moves consist the second round.
First let us assume the adversary A does not break the hiding property of hash commitments in the first round (this strategy is denote as H). This does not preclude the following three general strategies: (a) A can simply relay a message truthfully; (b) A can create a new c A or c B using r A or r B values of her own choice, but are independent of r A and r B ; (c) create "related" c A and c B committing to unknown r A and r B , that are correlated to r A and/or r B , respectively, after seeing c A and c B (malleability) (although the latter two are not known). The correlation (∼) between those r variables could mean anything except their independence. But here, it must have a constraint-the variables (regarded as bit strings) have the same length, otherwise it does not make sense. So relations like string concatenations are excluded. The simplest relation is equality; however, relaying is the same with strategy (a), while the replay attack (copying c A as c B ) is prevented, since the commitments have included sender ID in it, and the replay will not pass the verification of A.
Since A does not break the binding property of hash commitments, the digest keys are bound to the commitments, so we can focus on the commitment round only. In order to succeed, A must create c A and c B such that sas A = sas B . For c A , if A chooses strategy (a) and let c A = c A , then r A and r B are independent since they are randomly generated by A and B, respectively; if A chooses strategy (b) or (c), due to the precedence c A ≺ c B , r A will still be independent from r B , which is unknown by A.
As c B is the last message A can send, it must obtain a corresponding r B such that sas A = sas B . Note that A cannot simply relay both c A and c B . Next we discuss the case when c A = c A . 
for any adversary A that runs in 2T b + T h + O(1) time.
C. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
PROOF. First we define view i as the set of information exchanged in the second round, which is the ordered set consisting of all the messages ( m i , c i ), that is, ({ ID j | X j | Y j }, { c j }), j ∈ G i received by device i in round 2.
In this proof, we use G to denote the true group of legitimate devices (perceived by the human user) and N to denote the subset of non-compromised devices in G. Similar to TP-MAP, we define S = {S 1 ∧ S 2 } {All-accept ∧ No-matching A },
where All-accept means that all devices in N accept, while No-matching A refers to the event that there exists i, j ∈ N such that their conversations do not match. We will use the following lemma to continue our proof.
LEMMA 3. If event S 2 happens (No-matching
A ), then either ∃i, j ∈ N such that view i = view j , or otherwise, all the devices in N will accept with probability b .
The argument for this lemma is similar to that of Lemma. 1. Define event E {∃i, j ∈ N , s.t.view i = view j }, we have the following. The second equation follows from Lemma 3 and the fact that E implies S 2 (no-matching conversations). Next, we use the following bound to constrain our discussion to the scenario that all pairs of non-compromised devices' SASes match, except one pair N and i (event denoted as S 1−Ni ), ∀i ∈ N \N, while N and i's views do not equal. Applying the probability product rule, we get 
It remains to show that the probabilities on the right-hand side are upper bounded by max{ u , r } + h + b . We first focus on the case of E, S 1−Ni , |G i | = N.
There are two cases for view i = view N that deserves discussion. (1) m i = m N but c i = c N . This corresponds to a double opening of the hash commitment, and the probability that the adversary will succeed in this way is bounded by b . (2) c i = c N .
Here we need to consider two cases: N = G (no compromised insiders) or N G (some devices are compromised). We first discuss the former case. We have the following lemma, whose proof is shown later. For the case of E, S 1−Ni , |G i | = N, using a similar analysis to the proof of Lemma 4, the same conclusion can be drawn. Note that since |G i | = |G N |, in the SASes of i and N, respectively, their data input parts of the digest function will never equal each other, even if c i = c N and m i = m N , while this does not affect the result. In fact, this is why we should include all the protocol transcript into the SAS digest.
From the preceding, we know that the right-hand side of Equation (10) PROOF (LEMMA 4). Consider the simplified diagram in Figure 13 . When N = G, our proof strategy is to show that if A does not break the hiding of any hash commitments, its probability of success will be bounded by max{ u , r }. On the other hand, if any hash commitment's hiding is broken, A's probability of success is bounded by h for any T h time A.
Then we focus on proving the first preceding statement. Adversary A can generate commitments c 1i , . . . , c i−1i , c i+1i , . . . , c Ni and c 1N , . . . , c N−1N in arbitrary ways. It can either simply relay the original commitments sent by honest parties (without knowing the underlying r values) or construct new commitments using its own r values or create commitment c j i that is related to any c j , j ∈ G while not knowing r j i , where either j = j or j ≺ j .
Since the last message A can inject/modify is c Ni , we can focus on how A can compute it to make sas i = sas N . The SASes are in the following forms: Note that all the c 1N , . . . , c N−1N must be created before c N is sent out due to the message ordering, so r 1N , . . . , r N−1N must be independent of r N , which is unknown to A. We have the two following cases. commitments to c i after seeing c i and is also free to create its own commitments, it could make θ i ⊕ r Ni equal to a number θ i it knows (otherwise, there will be an unknown factor r j in r 1i ⊕ · · · ⊕ r Ni , which reduces to the same case as preceding). Also, sas N is fixed when A sends r Ni to i. So the key-based uniformity property of digest function applies, and Pr[H(η i , θ i ) = H(η N , θ N ⊕ r N )] ≤ u .
Finally, for the scenario with compromised devices (N G), the only additional information to A is the internal r j values for j ∈ G \ N , j = i, j = N. It is easy to see that the preceding proof still holds as long as i and N are not compromised (r i , r N are not known by A).
